
 

Gymnast only areas: Please be aware that gymnast training areas are out of bounds for parents & caregivers. 

This is for the safety of our Gymnasts and yourselves. All competitive classes are “closed sessions” and no 

parent viewing should partake in their sessions. This is to eliminate distraction as well as minimise crowding in 

our foyers. 

Absence: As a matter of courtesy, please notify Shire Gymnastics via email or phone if your child will be absent 

when expected at the gym. Closed Gym: Only Gymnasts are permitted in the gym. We ask that parents and 

siblings remain in the foyer when dropping off and picking up gymnasts. At no time are parents / siblings 

permitted to come into the training area and play on the equipment.  

Meeting with coaches: If you would like to speak to your child’s coach we ask that you make an appointment 

at the Office, who will be able to organise this for you. At no time are parents to enter the gym to speak to 

their child’s coach. We also ask that you do not try and have a conversation with coaches as a training session 

is about to begin as they have several children to take care of and a schedule to adhere to.  

Fundraising: Shire Gymnastics throughout the year organizes fundraisers. When a fund raiser is organized all 

correspondence will be sent home via email, including the reason the fundraiser is being run. If you have any 

fundraising ideas we would love your help!  

Emergency Procedure: In the event of an emergency, staffs are to evacuate each person directly through the 

main exits (as identified on the floor plan). These exits have illuminated signs above the doors. The assembly 

point is the letter box/ garden bed at the front of the gym. All staff are briefed on the correct evacuation 

procedure.  

Food breaks during training: We offer our gymnasts a short break during their training to fuel up for the rest 

of their session. This break is only for fruits and/or vegetables. Please don't bring any lollies, chips or other 

junk food as they are not suitable for fuelling their bodies correctly and usually ends in sickness due to jumping 

and high levels of cardio during their session. Please refer to our nutrition for gymnasts tab in the parent 

portal. 

Water at gym: Gymnasts are to bring a bottle of water to every lesson. Gymnasts may refill their bottle in the 

staff kitchen, with coaches’ permission. Hot days Our gym is fully air conditioned, so no need to avoid training 

on hot days. The gymnasts are given regular drink breaks and sometimes given ice blocks during their break to 

cool down. Please no juice, cordial, soft drink or other liquids inside the gym. 

Parking: The club has a designated parking area, or the street if car park is full. Please avoid parking illegally or 

across neighbours driveways or in neighbouring businesses. Please note that this is partially a residential area 

and all members need to be respectful and keep noise to a minimum when leaving the facility. Remember 

there are small children moving in the driveway. Please be safe!  

Dropping off and picking up gymnasts: Parents are asked to:  escort gymnasts into the foyer to drop off and 

pick up their children , Remind their children to wait in the foyer/gym after class,  Arrive five minutes early to 

drop off,  Arrive on time to pick up your children, Contact the office staff and advise of your expected arrival 

time if you will be late to pick up or drop off, Notify the office beforehand if somebody other than usual will be 

picking up your child,  Notify the office if your child needs to leave early. 

Photograph / Video policy: Shire Gymnastics does not allow photography from any spectators unless prior 

permission from the club, fellow parents/ guardians and children. Flash photography is prohibited at all 

Gymnastics NSW & Australia competitions. Gymnastics NSW permits parents and spectators to take 

photographs & videos from the spectator area provided all shots are appropriate. Parents should only take 

images (still and moving) of their own children. 


